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ABSTRACT
The present study presents cytogenetics/cytology of haploidization in the origin of a new, fast growing diploid, small cell-type (F-dPCs). The sequence of events was haploid groupings of the chromosomes in normal, human metaphase cells, followed by genomic doubling to homozygousdiploidy. These events were responses to DNA replication stress from amino acid glutamine deprivation. Importantly, these homozygous cells outgrew normal fibroblasts in 2 - 3 passages—they had gained proliferative advantage (GPA), presumably from loss (LOH) of tumor suppressor genes. They were morphologically changed cells with rounded nuclei that grew in a “streaming” growth pattern and with changed form and size of mitosis, similar to some hyperplasias. The grouping of the chromosomes in metaphase cells was asymmetric with a narrow range around the median (23) (no micro-nuclei), suggesting genetic control. The root-origin of haploidization was evidenced by maternal and paternal genomes occupying separate territories in metaphase cells, which assumedly permitted independent segregations of bichromatid chromosomes. In near-haploid ALL-L1 leukemia the loss of virtually, whole chromosomal complements was judged by SNP array analyses, as a primary event before genomic doubling to hyperdiploidy with LOH. From the present data such specific, non-random loss of chromosomes strongly suggested, a haploidization process capable of genomic doubling, as observed for the “birth” of the small, F-dPCs. This suggestion was supported by this type of leukemia being the L1-type, where L1 signifies small cells. The possibility now exists that a tumorigenic process can be initiated directly from diploid cells through haploid (near-haploid) distributed chromosomes in normal metaphase cells. This event followed by monosomic doublings to UPDs would lead to massive LOH and a return to para-diploidy, a frequent occurrence in many types of tumors. The present simple, cultural derivations of the extraordinary F-dPCs allow GPA-identification and experimental manipulations, perhaps relevant in a vaccine program.
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1. Introduction
Cancer originates from normal diploid cells, stem or progenitor cells, and the initiation process is known neither from molecular nor from gross cellular changes (e.g., aneuploidy-dization). But based on evaluation/assessment of data from tumorigenesis, the widely accepted theory is: accumulation of growth favorable mutations over time gives a growth advantage over normal cells of origin (the mutation hypothesis), which is the most fundamental requirement for tumorigenesis [1-3]. Initiation may be of many different types, but widely believed to give rise to growth advantage somehow linked to simple aneuploidy
(gain/loss of single chromosomes), which with increasing time (progression) becomes complex with associated aberrations in a cancerous process [4,5]. The in vivo visualization of progression is first evident from hyperplasia and/or mild dysplasia which most often it presented with normal G-banded karyotypes, occasionally together with a small clone with simple chromosomal aneuploidy (+/−1 - 2 chromosomes) [6,7]. But today, a diploid karyotype has the probability of being aneuploid from loss of whole or segmental chromosomal regions with compensated doubling to homozygous, uniparentalsomoy (UPD) [8,9]. The resulting loss of heterozygosity (LOH) is believed to remove tumor suppressor genes (e.g., p53), which would give pro-growth-genetics/epigenetics opportunity for expression (i.e., gain of a proliferative advantage-GPA) [10]. This scenario is in agreement with suggestions of UPD as a factor in the aneuploid paradox: the fact that aneuploidy is associated with GPA in cancer cells, whereas in normal cells it is growth-retarding [11, 12].

Recently, several review articles addressed the issue of genomic changes that could have tumorigenic initiating potentials associated with aneuploidy and/or have relevance to new therapy treatments [5,10,13-15]. As reviews in general, old problems thus, become updated from inclusions of new discoveries, but clearly defined, initiating occurrences appear still to be caught in the perception of non-observable (non-visible) “mutational” events. However, one article mentioned the presence of diplochromosomes (4-chromatid chromosomes) in pre-senescence of normal diploid cells [14], which has “mutational” consequences (see below). This is the first verification of a significant difference between simple tetraploidy (genomic doubling, 2n) and tetraploidy from endoreplication to 46 chromosomes with four sister centromere regions [16-19]. The question is the behavior of these latter chromosomes on a mitotic spindle constructed for segregation of bichromatid (2 sister centromeres) chromosome into single chromatids?

Facts have shown that change to endo-replication cycles is associated with a survival process in stressful environments where G2/M chromosomal structure replicates to diplo-chromosomes [20,21]. Recently, in human ovarian cancer giant cells from endo-cycles were shown to divide to near-diploid cells, some containing tumor stem cell markers, and also showing endo-cycles back to giant cells [22-24]. The base for this endo-replication-change is most likely an “awakening” of a primitive division system involving endopolyploid reductive division back to diploidy during the reproductive cycle of some unicellular eukaryotes (e.g., radiolaren *Aulachantasischoolymantha*) [25-27]. For reproductive purpose this primitive division (mitotic-meiosis) had to be orderly with high fidelity, which for human cells was expressed as a two-step meiotic-like division of endotetraploid cells into four 2n/2C products [17,18]. And interestingly, as the unicellular offspring cells inherit the primitive reproductive machinery, the human progeny cells also showed inheritance of endopolyploid, special, reductive division traits (e.g., co-segregation) [28,29]). Such inheritance however, would have to cope with the endo-derived progeny cells’ innate machinery for normalmitosis. Thus it was observed, that in endo-progeny-cell divisions, the endo-inherited traits had become blended into the mitotic process (e.g., co-segregation of phase genomes). Mitosis had become a “functional construct” from two division systems which no longer operated with normal mitotic-fidelity. One important characteristic was “mild”, loss/gain of individual chromosomes (aneuploidy) apparently from structural abnormality in the kinetochore regions. Since the karyology was normal for such cells, the theory is that the losses were compensated by UPDs, which led to LOH for tumor suppressor genes, leading to the observed incremental GPA [29].

Most of these latter experiments (except: [29]) tide endopolyploidization to dysfunctional telomeres in pre-senescence: a phase when division of diploid cells diminished and a sudden peak-increase in endotetraploid cells occurred naturally [14,16-19]. A following of these endo-happenings into the senescent phase revealed an unprecedented cellular event: growth of three dimensional (3-D) tumor-like spheres associated with cell polarity loss in weeks old cultures [30,31]. These results sparked the question of whether such growth-changes would occur from young, normal diploid cells for which propagation of endo-offspring cells would not be limited by dysfunctional telomeres.

Earlier works had shown endopolyploidization associated with amino acid deprivation (AAD) [32,33], and glutamine was chosen, because of its importance in cell metabolism and proliferation of normal cells [34,35]. Several experiments with short-term (2 - 4 days) AAD treatments of two normal primary cell strains (L645 & WI-38) revealed not only endo-derived progeny cells, but also a never-before observed or reported small, cell-type [29]. This new cell-type and the larger endo-derived progeny cells (special cells) became present in the same normal cell populations, but could be populated as individual, pure populations. As such, growth kinetic experiments compared to the normal fibroblasts showed increases in the millions for the special cells (1 for endo-cells and 4 - 5 for small-cells). It was concluded that both cell-types had acquired GPA over the cell of origin. The small cell-type appeared to have gained proliferative advantage connected with the “birth”-process and was called fibroblast derived prolific cells—F-dPCs. Early
studies and preliminary observations suggested birth via a haploidization process in normal metaphase cells [29, 36,37]. The objective of the present study is an in debt characterization of these fast growing cells, with emphasis on the haploidization process and its further development to diploid homozygous cells by genomic doubling. The goal was to link the origin of F-dPCs to these extraordinary happenings, and to the unprecedented occurrence of proliferative near-haploid leukemic cells, which also underwent genomic doubling, resulting in multiple UPDs.

2. Materials and Methods

As earlier, the two primary cell strains WI-38 and L645, both from primary lung tissue with fibroblastic growth were used in the present experiments [28,29]. (For simplicity of data-presentation and because, both cell strains responded similarly to AAD, illustrative results are presented mostly from L645 cells, which showed less degenerative debris.) Regular growth medium (M+) consisted of Eagle-essential medium supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (FBS), 3 mmol glutamine, penicillin/-streptomycin and 2% sodium-carbonate for pH adjustment to 7.4 - 7.5. Slide chamber cultures were seeded to about 1/4 confluence, 1 - 2 days later when they were washed 2× in Hank’ balanced salt solution before addition of glutamine deficient medium (M-) for 48 and 72 hours exposures. Trials with 10% and 2% fetal bovine serum (fbs) in M- showed presence of mitosis with 10%, and not with 2%, which became the standard M-, AAD medium. Recovery medium (M+) consisted of normal growth medium with 3 mmol glutamine and 10% serum. Following preliminary assessments of recovery-cells over eight days with every second day harvests the crucial cytogenetic events were found to be restricted to harvest periods 2 to 3 days in M+. Before fixation the slide cultures were washed 2× with warmed Hank’ balanced salt solution of which a fraction was left (from last wash) on the slides and mixed with an equal fraction of cold Carnoy’s solution (3 methyl alcohol to 1 acidic acid) for slow fixation. After 2 - 3 incremental additions of fixative to this mixture it was discarded and changed to 100% Carnoy’s with 2 - 3 changes. Air dried preparations were stained in 2% Gurr’s Giemsa for 2 - 3 minutes, dipped 2× in water and quickly air dried followed by coverbound application for coverslips. Microphotographs were taken from 10×, 16×, 25×, 40× and 100× objectives by a Zeiss standard microscope with an attached Zeiss camera for 36-mm film. These photographs were enlarged 396×, 619×, 990× and 2475×, respectively.

Weekly passage-increases kept in T-25 flasks were prepared by a standard dilution of 1 to 4 from which 1 part seeded new flask cultures and 2000 to 4000 cells seeded single or double well chamber slides. The phase contrast photographs were taken by a VWR Vista Vision inverted microscope with a Pentax (2x-M) camera attached, at an enlargement of 250× onto a 36-mm film.

3. Results

In pilot experiments for exploration of variable AAD responses expressed in M+, it was observed that 2 - 3 days AAD exposure could give rise to pure populations of the small F-dPC cell-type. Thus, chamber slide cultures after such treatments and with 1 to 3 days growth in M+ medium, were harvested for in situ observations of the first appearance (birth) of the small cells. Longer exposures (especially 4 - 5 days) to AAD and with 2 - 5 days recovery-periods in M+ resulted in addition of endopolyploid cells (4n/8n), which underwent meiotic-like division to E-dTMCs (endo-derived transmuted cells) [29]. This later appearance of endopolyploidy is in agreement with time requirement for re-replication of bichromatid-G2 chromosomes into 46 diplochromosomes (4C to 8C). In such mixed cell populations, inclusive of normal diploid cells (in G1/G0 during AAD) it was difficult to follow the haploidization process, such that present data are only from short AAD treatments (2 - 3 days) and recovery periods also at mostly 2 to 3 days (4 day harvests were available when needed for assessments.)

AAD treatment of both L645 and WI-38 cell strains produced pronounced slimming of the normal fibroblast cells (Figures 1(A) and (B)), which reverted to the normal phenotype in complete M+ medium. Beginning mitotic cycling in M+ was a sudden burst in day 2 harvests (very few in day 1), which rose to an overall 4% - 6% mitotic index in day 3-(4) M+ harvests, consisting of both F-dPCs and recovered fibroblasts. The main nuclear morphological difference between these two types of cells is that fibroblast nuclei are consistently oblong and almost twice as large as the rounded, smaller nuclei of F-dPCs (Figures 1(F) versus 1(C)-(E)). E-dTMCs in 4 day harvests were differentiated from fibroblast nuclei also by a rounded nuclear appearance (Figures 1(F) and 1(G)). To assess the proliferative ability of F-dPCs at “birth” shake-off mitoses from the first wave of mitoses in 1-2 day recovery growth were seeded onto chamber and flasks. It was reasoned that this wave would contain cells in S and G2 while under AAD exposure, which would give rise to small-cell- and fibroblast-growths. The initial ratio (chamber-slide 1-day harvests) was about 1 to 50, which in 5-day growths had changed to about 10 to 0.5 for small-cells versus fibroblasts. In contact inhibited areas the F-dPCs grew much tighter together than the fibroblasts. Thus, the F-dPCs relative to the normal fibroblasts showed shorter cell cycling time and birth-linked proliferative ability. In the flask cultures with
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Figure 1. Nuclear size and mitosis of F-dPCs compared to normal fibroblasts. (A), (B), phase-contrast of normal and AAD treated fibroblasts. (C)-(E), pairs of small rounded nuclei different from fibroblast control (F), and from endo-derived larger rounded nuclei (G). (H)-(J), normal mitosis: rosette figure, early ana- and telophase stages. (K)-(R), different phases of star-like mitosis of F-dPCs, note consistent small size compared to control ((H)-(J)). Magnifications: AB = 396×, C-R = 2475×, scale bar 1A = 30 μm.

passage extended proliferations, the fibroblastic presence rapidly disappeared (p3).

Mitosis of these small F-dPCs in p18 and p19 recovery growth was cytologic strikingly different from normal mitosis (Figures 1(K)-(R) compare normal 1(H)-(J)). All these illustrations of division figures have the same
magnifications which again demonstrate a significant reduction in the size of the F-dPCs mitoses relative to the fibroblastic mother-cell. The F-dPC-division started with a noticeably tight, hyperchromatic, small metaphase rosette figure (Figure 1(K) compare 1(H)) which appeared to contain normal chromosomal arrangement with kinetochores pointing into and arms pointing out of the circle. Strangely, this arrangement (star-like) was maintained through ana- and into progressive chromatin compaction interphase (Figures 1(N)-(P)), which was followed by cytokinesis (Figure 1(Q)). In next passage growths these peculiar forms of anaphase figures were still present (Figure 1(R)). The principle difference from normal mitosis besides smallness was absence of kinetochore-orientations in a polar direction which gives rise to trailing chromosomal arms (compare stars to Figures 1(I) and (J)). Typical cytology of normal, early telophase with trailing arms (Figure 1(J)) has not been observed for F-dPCs in countless mitotic observations, which raises the question of spindle apparatus involvement or not in these different forms of mitosis. Chromosomal counts in naturally and mildly, hypotonic spread metaphases showed that the number-range was tightly around 46 (43 - 48) (Table 1). Karyotypes showed absence of gross chromosomal abnormalities [29]. Thus, these new, fast growing cells show inherited changes to smallness and to a different form of mitotic cycling (star-like), which can be used as morphological markers for presence of F-dPCs.

The further expanded proliferation of these cells in passage growth clearly showed cell morphology and growth pattern differences from normal fibroblastic growth (Figure 2(A)). In loose growth, the cells and nuclei were uniformly of same size, either polarized with triangular shape or roundish (Figures 2(C) and (D)). They contained several small nucleoli. In more denser growths the cells could grow on top of each other which is shown from a live culture (Figure 2(B)), or they formed hyperplasia-like “streaming” growth patterns from spindle-shaped cells (Figures 2(E) and (F)). Compared to the normal polarized pattern from fibroblasts (Figure 2(A)), the cells in the F-dPC-pattern are more spindle shaped and grow tighter together, as mentioned above. Different streams showed the same pattern, and growth seemed to start with a narrow end (Figure 2(E)) which broadened with added rows of cells (Figure 2(F)). All together, the F-dPCs demonstrate a series of different characteristics from the cell of origin, which point to inherited genetic/epigenetic changes.

The question of the mode of origin of F-dPCs in normal, fibroblastic cell populations was suggested to be from a haploidization process in normal diploid metaphase cells [29,36,37]. The present study showed that this event can be observed when the chromosomes are aligned on the equatorial plate in rosette configuration. At this stage two very different microscopic views are possible: side- and polar-views and only polar-view was informative for observations of the grouping process, and for evaluations of chromosomal numbers in each group [29]. From such a vantage ground, rosette figures, without any overt change in their specific morphology were

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chromosome number distribution.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No hypo: M- 3d, M+ 5d:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypo: 2%: M- 3d, M+ 5d:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.** Growth patterns of normal fibroblasts and F-dPCs. (A) Normal fibroblast growth-pattern. (B) Phase-contrast of layered, disoriented focal growth. (C)-(F) Different shapes and forms of F-dPCs in loose ((C), (D)) versus in polarized tight, streaming growth patterns ((E), (F)). Magnification: (A), (E), (F) = 247×, (B) = 396×, (C), (D) = 619× scale bar 2A = 30 μm.
observed to segregate into two halves (near-halves) (Figures 3(A)-(C), (E)-(G) and (I)). The direction of the movements of the two halves was not in accord with the cytoskeleton axis (judged from disagreement with neighbor

Figure 3. Sequence of cellular events following haploid-groupings of rosette metaphases. (A), (B), (I), (M), rosette halving, (C), (F), (G) sister chromatid exchange chromosomes and (D), (E), (F) retained rosette chromosomal arrangement in segregated groups. (H), (J)-(L), (O)-(Q), various examples of dysmorphic nuclear pairs with uneven circumference, paired chromatin strands (arrows), nuclear membrane formation ((H) arrow) and normal appearing cyokinetic division furrow ((J), (Q)). (N), nuclei with normal appearing, early interphase chromatin cytology (arrow, uneven circumference). Magnification: all illustrations 2475×, scale bar 3D = 120 μm.
cells’ polarity), and was not led by kinetochores with trailing chromosomal arms as in normal mitosis (Figures 1(I) and (J)). The separated groups often showed the original bichromatid, chromosomal arrangements of the rosette circle in either one or both division products (Figures 3(A), (B), (D), (F), (G), (I) and (M)), before a gathering of chromosomes to rounded pairs of condensed nuclear bodies (Figures 3(H), (J)-(L), (N)-(Q)). The uneven circumference and the clear bichromatid content (Figures 3(J)-(L), (P) and (Q)) in some of these bodies show that these nuclear pairs are not from normal mitosis. They can only have originated from the haplodized grouped chromosomes as also is indicated by new membrane formation (Figure 3(H), arrow), and the further cycling to involving cytokinesis (Figure 3(J) and (Q)). (Time-lapse photography is not available.) In other words, the mentioned illustrations demonstrate a cycling continuum from the grouping process to interphase cells (Figure 3(N)). Interestingly, the grouping process continued in presence of repairing chromosomes, shown by sister chromatid exchange figures (Figures 3(C), (F) and (G)).

The asymmetric divisions (Figures 4(A)-(H)) show a

Figure 4. Asymmetric haploidization and various examples of chromosomal and mitotic abnormalities associated with AAD treatment. (A)-(H), asymmetric chromosome distribution. (I)-(K) premature sister chromatid separation ((I), (J) arrow heads) and single chromosome breakage ((J), (K) arrows). (L)-(Q), severe breakage with/without associations to anaphase bridges. (R)-(T), sister chromatid exchange chromosomes: in prophase nucleus (R), in side viewed metaphase (S) and with condensed expression in polar viewed metaphase (T). Magnification: all illustrations 2475×, scale bar 4J = 120 μm.
“pinching-off” of a comparatively small number of chromosomes from rosette figures. Importantly, micro-nuclei from single or a few chromosomes were not observed, which would have indicated random loss. A previous count/estimate of numbers of chromosomes in such groupings showed a narrow asymmetric distribution around the median (23), which suggested a genetic controlled haploidization process [29]. One such asymmetric division with rarer, good spreading of the chromosomes (Figure 3(R)) shows 27 and 19 chromosomes (total 46) in the two groups. Chromosome identification in the smaller group indicates that the larger group is nullisomic for 2 - 3 (?) homologous pairs, and therefore, most likely would not be viable. But asymmetric divisions with no nullisomy may well have chance of proliferative survival, because of the bichromatid chromosomal constitution (see Discussion).

Figure 4 also show “primary” genomic destructive behavior following AAD treatment (Figures 4(L)-(Q)) with anaphase bridges associated with extensive breakage to small, pieces of chromosomes (Q). The pieces likely include short arms of chromosomes and probably also from breakage in fragile site. Also shown is an interphase nucleus (early prophase?) and a cell with sister chromatid exchanges demonstrating heterochromatization with stickiness causing chromosomal clumping (Figure 4(R) and (T)). Figure 4(S) is a side-view of chromosomes with sister chromatid exchanges, which demonstrate the inferiority of this type of view as compared to rosette figures in analyses of metaphase cells (Figure 4(S) compare Figures 3(C), (F) and (G)). Furthermore, the less common abnormality of premature chromatid segregation (Figures 4(I) and (J), arrow heads) was also present in these recovery growths, and recent interest in so-called chromotrypsis appears also to be a product (Figures 4(J) and (K) arrows). Three chromosomes in Figure 4(J) and one and in Figure 4(K) showed breakage while the rest of the chromosomes show normal metaphase structure.

Finally, an unanswered question is whether the haploid-groupings in normal metaphase cells rely on any preconditions in such cells. This appears to be true, because one study claimed a two territorial separation of maternal and paternal (mat-pat) genomes in lymphocyte cultures of several mammalian species, which appeared to segregate from each other in a haploidization process [38]. Therefore, since human cells were not included in these studies, G-banding of mildly hypotonic spread L645-cells (present primary cell-strain) were analyzed for cell-positioning of homologous chromosomes relative to each other (Table 2). Of a total of 30 metaphases only 5 were not overspread for this purpose. The demarcation “line” for two hemispheres were sometimes indicated, naturally by open space, which for pen-marking was followed, but with the adjusted inclusion of group A-homologs (#1, #2, #3) into different hemispheres. This approach put a significant number of B and C group homologs into separate hemispheres. Although, the number of analyzable cells was small, Table 2 shows a definite pattern of homologous chromosomes separated into different territories. This conclusion is supported by the single analysis of a tetraploid cell, and the consistency of #4 chromosomes in one territory, all pointing to a non-random distribution of homologous chromosomes relative to each other in these normal diploid metaphase cells. Additionally, mouse embryonic cells maintained a mat and pat genomic teritorial separation for several divisions [39], and the present human cell-strain is of similar origin.

4. Discussion

The original objective: characterization of the new small, very likely homozygous (see below) cell-type, F-dPCs, has been fulfilled to the degree that a simple methodology (AAD) can be of future use in procurement of these unprecedented cells. The main conclusions regarding geno-phenotypic change and origin of the F-dPCs are as follows: 1) The cells are inherently different from fibroblasts, their cell of origin, by small size, cell-shape, growth-pattern and form of mitosis, which expressed the reduced cell-size in all phases, but left unanswered the question of chromosomal-spindle attachment star-like segregations [40,41]. 2) The origin from a haploidization
process is strongly supported by cycling of haploid, grouped chromosomes to paired interphase cells through normal appearing cytokinesis furrows. The cytological un-even circumference and the distinct presence of paired chromatid threads (i.e., bichromatids, Figure 3(J)) in these division products, are unique features, only known for larger products from endo-mitotic-like first divisions [17]. 3) The genomic constitution of these interphase cells is likely near-1n/2C from bichromatid chromosomes, which by dissolution of sister chromatid cohesion can change to near-2n/2C. This constitution is a normal G1 condition for licensing of an S-period that would lead to diploid homozygous cells. This sequence of events is supported by a tight correlated occurrence of the haploidization process with the appearance of the F-dPCs in a narrow time-window, which was interpreted as cause and effect [29]. 4) The expressed GPA of the F-dPCs is probably not surprising considering, the extensive homozygous determined LOH creating loss of tumor suppressor genes (Coschi and Dick, 2012) [10]. This present GPA-type has never before been attained from normal diploid cells in vitro, and should not be compared to immortalization of cells. This latter process involves a period of chromosomal breakage-union-crisis with gain of telomerase activity for very, rarer survivors [42]. (The multi-birth process of proliferating F-dPCs does not support a gain of telomerase activity.)

As previously suggested [32] DNA replication stress from AAD treatment may have led to under-supply of proteins involved in this process with result of stalled replication forks, which resumed activity in M+ conditions [43]. The observed extensive, chromosomal breakage, anaphase bridges, chromosomal compaction (Figures 4(L)-(T)), and premature sister strand separation (Figures 4(I) and (J)), plus genomic repair by sister chromatid exchanges, are all abnormalities suggested to occur in the cancerous process [43]. The small F-dPCs were “born” in this environment of genomic damage, which indicates that genetic diversity among these cells would be expected. The single chromosomes with breakage (Figures 4(J) and (K)) and degenerate morphology is reminiscent of DNA asynchronous replication in heterokaryons, where fusion between metaphase and cells in S/G2 resulted in fragmentation of the chromatin in the latter cell [44].

Indirectly, the suggested diploid homozygosity of the F-dPCs is strongly supported by two in vivo happenings: Firstly, human placental teratoma cells are also complete, complement homozygous diploid from the fact that an X-bearing sperm fertilized an empty egg cell, which with whole genome duplication led to proliferating homozygous cells [45,46]. Secondly, the following karyotypic example show the extent of haploidy in one case of early childhood ALL-L1 leukemia: 28, XX, -1, -2, -3, -4, -5, -6, -7, -8, -9, -11, -12, -13, -15, -16, -17, -19, -20, -22 with heterozygous disomy (mat/pat genomes) for only X and numbers 10, 14, 18 and 21 [47]. The proliferative ability of the near-haploid leukemic cells, and not for the present haploid cells, was ascribed to nutritional-help from the in vivo environment (neighboring cell-secretion), which was not an option for the in vitro cells [29].

Recently, SNP array studies of these very, rarer leukemic cases (above) showed that “loss of chromosomes”, was a primary happening (before genome duplication, see below) [48], suggested to originate from multipolar mitosis or non-disjunction with clonal selection [9,49]. From present results, a random loss of 18 different chromosomes, almost a complete genome appears very unlikely compared to an asymmetric haploidization process (Figures 4(A)-(H)). Moreover, the perception is that cancers are mostly in the triploid range, when in fact there are a very large numbers of different types of cancers with chromosome numbers around 46 (noteworthy, from high 30th to 48) [47]. For example, asymmetric haploidization to 31 total chromosomes would be missing 15 different chromosomes, which leaves 16 as disomics. Depending on whether the endoreplication process is for all or a fraction of the monosomes to UPDs the total number of chromosomes can restore to a limit of 46 or below, but above 31. This suggestion, which results in extensive homozygosity, leading to loss of tumor suppressor genes, can unfortunately only be decided from future, cost-effective SNP array haplotyping [48].

However, chromosome doubling from endo-replication (i.e., replication of a G2/M chromosomal structure) of monosomes to UPDs is well known and, was an occurrence for the leukemic example above. A hypodiploid clone co-existed with the near-haploid condition: 56, XX, +X, +X, +10, +10, +14, +14, +18, +18, +21, +21 [47,49]. The additions of X, 10, 14, 18, and 21 in tetrasomic conditions and all other “missing” homologs as disomics (UPDs) shows that one cell underwent a complete genomic doubling from an endoreduplication process. Another example from breast tumor, with similar, seeming non-random loss of chromosomes: 35, XX, -1, -3, -4, -5, -7, -8, -10, -11, -12, -13, -14, -15, -16, -17, -18, -19, -20, -21, -22, +8 mar [47], would also be in the hyperdiploid range with 54 + 8 mar chromosomes if the monosomes only, reduplicated to UPDs. This idea of a primary loss of chromosomes from diploid cells followed by polyploidization (disomy) and clonal evolution, has very recently been proposed to be a route to types of cancerous karyotypes [50,51]. Hyperdiploidy and higher levels of ploidy has traditionally been ascribed to multipolar mitosis or to chromosomal loss from the 2n-type of tetraploidy [13,52], which is more likely to be the endo-type with diplochromosomes [28,53,54]. All in all, the important
message to be drawn from all these considerations is that diploid cells directly, (not via a polyploidization process) can perform chromosomal mechanistic events that can lead to potentials for tumorgenesis. From the present study the key diploid-event brings it all back to where it all started over a century ago i.e., asymmetric chromosomal distribution [55,56], but notaeworthy, in these cases from an initiating haploidization process.

Interestingly, this proposal has support from cell morphology. In ALL-L1 leukemia subtype, L1 denotes characteristic small cells as compared to the large cell-type of the L2 classification. Small-cells are a consequence of the haploidization process, clearly demonstrated for the different phases of mitosis (Figures 1(K)-(R) compare 1(H)-(J)) and for interphase nuclei. How this morphological change happens from the larger diploid cell-size, appears today to rest upon the growing evidential material for mat and pat genomes being separated in two different territories (Table 2) [38]. Chromosomal painting of rosette figures support this view by the finding of homologous chromosomes being in a diametrically opposite position to each other in the metaphase circle [57,58]. Halving (near-halving) were observed for rosette figures (Figures 3(A), (B), (I) and (M)) during the haploidization process, meaning: the reduced numbers of chromosomes in the metaphase groups were derived from a single territory, which upon genomic doubling to homzygous cells did not (as expected?) result in diploid-sized nuclei or mitosis (Figures 1(C)-(E) and (K)-(R)). Thus, single territorial origin of proliferative cells as the F-dPCs, stay permanently small. Support for this speculation comes from “beginning” tumorigenesis in atypical squamous cells in gynecological specimens [59,60]. The nuclear areas measured 1/2 of diploid sized, squamous nuclei (75 - 125 μm versus 150 - 225 μm), and were even referred to as “small cells”. Furthermore, small and large cell, lung carcinomas (and others), do not show cell-size difference due to chromosomal numerical difference [47].

An addendum to this discussion is that evolution from mitosis to primitive one-step meiosis has been argued to involve a type of pairing between homologs in diploid euukaryotes, undergoing haploid, reproductive divisions [61]. The present haploidization process argues that whole complements as units can segregate independent of each other. The fallibility of this system, expressed as asymmetric divisions within narrow limits around a mean, which is indicative of genetic control [29] thus, becomes a reasonable expectation.

The GPA of F-dPCs expressed in a “streaming” growth-pattern has similarity to some types of hyperplasia, but not to others that show nuclear-size (abnormal DNA content) and -shape variability (atypia) [62-64]. Interestingly, the new-born F-dPCs displayed rounded cells and nuclei (Figures 1(C)-(E)), as in some hyperplasias, which became extremely polarized to spindle-shaped cells in the cell-tight streams (Figures 2(E) and (F)). These growths displayed foci of multilayered, criss-crossed cells with change in cell polarity (Figure 2(B)), which was reminiscent of earlier observed 3D-pattern as tumor like spheres in senescence [30]. Loss of cell polarity, disrupting cellular architecture with associated change in cell morphology, has been discussed as a result from skewed division relative to the cytoskeleton axis [28-30, 65]. Skewed divisions were events in aggressive oral cancers [66]. Moreover, cancer pathology regards tissue architectural changes from loss/change of cell polarity as “onset” of tumorigenesis [67].

The pressing question now is how short term AAD treatment can have such genomic/chromosomal different, abnormal effects on normal diploid cells? The answer lie in the choice of amino acid, glutamine, which is special among all amino acids in that it is a “fuel” in normal cell proliferation, adding to the maintenance of cellular homeostasis [34,35]. Cells normally proliferate under aerobic conditions, in which glucose through glycolysis produce pyruvate, carbondioxide and energy source, ATP in mitochondria. ATP is the energy engine for all macromolecular protein syntheses. Glutamine is an added “nutrient” to glucose by providing nitrogen and carbon to for example, biosynthesis of nucleotides and enzymes for DNA replication (e.g., topoisomerase I & II). In serum, glutamine is the most plentiful, free amino acid, which explains the present reduction from 10% to 2% in M-, and two-times wash of cells for a total stop of mitosis during glutamine-deficiency treatments. It was also noted, that maintenance of the high proliferative capacity of F-dPCs was not kept up when feeding was done with 4 - 5 day old medium (M+), unless supplemented by a new dose of fresh glutamine.

From a human health perspective the present results raises the question about diet compositions, which has a tendency to be time-lasting in individual cases, and for many elderly, a potential problem. Cancer incidence is highest in this group of people, but total deficiency is likely not one of the problems. Malnutrition from inadequate amounts of any amino acid is more likely, when it comes to “feeding” of millions of cells that daily “turn-over” in replacement proliferation (e.g., intestine/skin). Nutritional stress as in the present experiments has been found to cause defective autophagy for proper elimination of cell-waste-products [68]. The autophagic process(s) is rather complex in tumorgenesis by being both tumor repressive and promoting [69]. Avoidance of under-nourished metabolism from deregulated mTOR-kinase (Back and Kim [70] is avoidance of a waste-product, toxic tissue environment. Under such conditions cells are...
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5. Conclusion

Present and earlier studies of normal, diploid, human cells have demonstrated visual, beginning/initiating cell-events that led to genetic changes, positive, for gain of proliferative advantage (GPA) in cell cultures. GPA is the ultimate requirement for a tumorigenic process. Therefore, it is suggested that in addition to the “mutation-theory”, a new cell division mechanistic theory can be formulated for potential tumorigenesis. Basically this theory involves change to a mildly, unstable mitotic machinery with propensity for the progeny cells having gained homozygous determined LOH. The basic proposition is a one-step gain of multiple cell-behavioral changes from inheritance of primitive, unicellular, reproductive division traits. Normal cells under DNA replication stress can revert to primitive cell division-systems, which are bestowed by inheritance new cellular characteristics on consequent progeny cells as compared to the cell of origin. Such progeny cells have by inheritance, “foreign” division traits embedded into their mitotic machinery. A simile for such happenings is primitive unicellular mitotic-meiosis division to genome reduced offspring cells that inherit the mother-cell’s reproductive machinery for yet another generation to come. When such divisions happen in human cells the inherited “reproductive-traits” by the progeny cells must become blended into the innate, mitotic process for survival (non-apoptotic) and for orderly, continuing proliferation. For example, the haploidization process induced by amino acid glutamine deficiency, demonstrated co-segregation of half-rosette, bichromatid groups of chromosomes, which are in total disagreement with normal mitotic single chromatid segregation, without complement co-segregation. Furthermore, this genome reductive division did not demonstrate mitotic pole-oriented, leading kinechores with trailing chromosomal arms, which is indicative of normal spindle operation. A question is also why this abnormal division (haploidization) in metaphase cells was not arrested from mitotic checkpoint control, but allowed to cycle from haploidy through genomic doubling to small homozygous diploid cells with GPA (F-dPCs) (see Discussion for smallness). Mitosis for these new, small cells showed changed form both morphologically and operationally. The tumorigenic “genetic” danger of this division system was especially, evidenced by near-haploid cell proliferation in a type of childhood leukemia that also existed in hyperdiploid form from genomic doubling. These abnormal genomic happenings can occur from for example, inadequate, dietary amino acids, leading to toxic tissue environments from improper autophagic waste disposal, and are certainly to be avoided.
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GPA: gain of proliferative advantage
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LOH: loss of heterozygosity
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